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Pitch to Win.
40 powerful tips to help
you win more corporate
partnerships for your
charity.
Rob Woods

The Fundraiser’s Trainer

brightspotfundraising.co.uk

‘‘

We recently had a pitch
we just had to win. I’m
absolutely clear that what
we learned from Rob helped
us get the deal, which is a
partnership that’s going to
raise £1 million. Rob is better
at helping you inﬂuence
your donor to get the gift
than anyone I’ve met.
Ben Swart
Head of Corporate
New Business, NSPCC

‘‘

Rob showed my corporate
fundraising team lots of
excellent new business
strategies. The techniques
made a made a MASSIVE
difference to our ﬁnancial
results, including helping
to win a partnership worth
£2 million.
Jess Coombs
Head of Corporate Development
Teenage Cancer Trust and
formerly at Action for Children

Why continuously improve
your pitching skills?
Award-winning trainer, Rob Woods,
joined the NSPCC as a fundraiser in
January 2000. Ever since then he
has been hooked on uncovering and
reﬁning strategies that help you raise
more money, more easily.
As an independent pitch coach and trainer since 2007, he
has helped more than 3000 fundraisers to improve their
skills. Many of the strategies he teaches stem from the
interviews he has conducted with some of the highest
achieving fundraisers on the planet, as part of his World
Class Fundraiser’s Edge CD series.
In addition to the range of courses available through
Bright Spot Fundraising, he is the tutor for the Institute
of Fundraising Academy’s Win that Pitch course.
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The formal pitch is not the only way for a charity to win a partnership.
And it’s usually not the easiest way; ideally you will form partnerships
with supporter organisations and companies by building the relationship
informally. This is can be just as lucrative and much less risky. But for most
fundraising organisations, the invitation to pitch will come sooner or later.
And for the winners the returns are often huge.
As in any industry, even the finest pitchers cannot win anywhere near
100% of the time. There are so many factors largely beyond your control
(not least, the staff vote which is often the final stage of most Charity of
the Year selection processes).
While there are some things beyond your control, there are also many
within the sphere of your control and at least your influence. Taking
deliberate steps to improve your pitching skill can only increase your
chances of success, so if you’re going to play the pitching game at all, why
wouldn’t you decide to keep honing your craft?
This booklet - which is the fruit of hundreds of hours as a fundraiser, a
researcher, a trainer and a pitch coach – is dedicated to the many talented
and intensely committed fundraising professionals I’ve had the privilege to
learn from.
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Introduction
David Ogilvy, an advertising pioneer once
wrote that in the ancient world, ‘when
Aeschines spoke, they said, ‘How well he
speaks.’ But when Demosthenes spoke,
they said, ‘Let us march against Philip”.
When you pitch to a company, do they
give you nice feedback… or do they put
you through to the next stage?
When I trained a group of fundraisers
from Action for Children, one person
found this distinction so helpful that
following the course he re-wrote the
ten minute presentation he had been
planning to give in his next church
visit. The result was a 28% increase in
the total funds that the congregation
donated following the talk, compared
to what it had given in the four previous
years. This shift seems obvious but it
changes everything.
Here are 40 specific ideas to help you
apply this philosophy in practice.

The fundamental error
that most fundraisers
make is they think
their role is to give
information. Whereas
in fact, their role is to
find the things, and the
way to say them, that
will persuade the pitch
panel to say YES.

STRATEGY
How could you make sure you only spend
precious resources building the right partnerships?
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Avoid pitching for things you could never have won

by having a logical strategy for what partnerships you will (and will not)
pitch for. There are some things about your charity that you have limited
control over. Focus on issues you can control or influence and only pitch
for the winnable partnerships.
Write a list of the 20 – 25 companies that you would most like to work
with and for whom a partnership would make sense. Be clear on the
rationale for why these are on your list (and thousands of others are not).
Get this sensibly-thought-through strategy signed off by your manager.
Until you do, precious time will get wasted when you get lured into
pitching for things that don’t make sense, based on the whim of someone
Important like your Chief Executive or your Chair’s spouse. When a
distraction next comes across your desk, get your manager’s help in
sticking to your strategy. Either we’re going to work strategically and
win and build the right partnerships, or we’re not. If you apply the above
strategy with all your power, charm and courage and others still pull rank
to force you to pitch for un-winnable or strategically foolish partnerships,
leave. There are other charities out there that will appreciate your ability to
focus on the things that will make the biggest difference.
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UNDERSTAND
How could you gain
as much insight as
possible into what
really matters to
the pitch panel?
“If I had an hour to solve a problem
I’d spend 55 minutes thinking
about the problem and 5 minutes
thinking about solutions.”
Albert Einstein
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Call previous partners.

Talk to the company’s past charity partners. Not everyone will want to
talk, but many will be happy to. Take some things with a pinch of salt, but
feed it all into the mix.
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Test your assumptions through field research.

Get out and visit the companies’ shops or interview their target market.
Watch or talk to its employees and customers. This helps you test your
assumptions and also the client feels flattered when at pitch time you tell
them what you found. When, several years ago, NSPCC had the chance
to pitch to Superdrug they realised that none of the pitch team shopped
there. So they each wrote down what they knew about the shop’s brand,
customers, stores, key challenges etc. Then they all went shopping
there, and noticed what it was like. After the visit, every single one had
discovered they’d revised their view on some aspect of Superdrug. They
used this more accurate insight to build their pitch and won the Charity of
the Year partnership.

Read the brief carefully, but then do a whole
lot more besides.

The pitching team that is most determined to truly understand their
audience will always have the edge. But the written brief never tells the
whole story. Some issues are always more important than others. Some
may not even be written down. Only by finding out what the key issues are
will you have a hope of designing a pitch that shows that you are the best
organisation to deliver what the client really values.
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Talk to people at the company as much as you can.

Talk to your key contact. But they may not be able to or want to be
completely open, so talk to other people as well. Ask your best connected
supporters and board members and anyone else who might know
someone at the company. Find second degree connections on Linked – In.
Make phone calls. Suggest cups of coffee. Note, you’re not seeking a chat
with someone at the company to exert influence, but to understand what
the real issues are, so you can best help the company.
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Understand the decision makers.

Where possible, find out about the job roles, interests and personalities of
the pitch audience. Ask your contacts. Check LinkedIn and Twitter.
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IDEAS
What could you create
together that would
make both the charity
and the company better
able to achieve their
objectives?
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Schedule it.

As Stephen Bayley and Roger Mavity remind us in Life’s a Pitch ‘A good
pitch starts in your diary’. Book in your thinking time as well as the ideas
and planning sessions you may need with colleagues.

9 Explore, imagine, play.
You are not looking for the final
answer yet. Based on the insight you
gathered during the Understand
phase, seek as many ideas as you
can, however half-baked they sound
initially. Help everyone understand
that there are two distinct stages
to the process of generating ideas
and it is impossible to both create
and critique well at the same time.
This is usually not clear to everyone
else, so it is your job to make it clear.
Reassure and encourage a fear-free
environment in which new or crazyseeming angles can be shared and
explored. In 2007, Help the Aged
teamed up with ChildLine to pitch to
share Morrisons Charity of the Year.
Unprecedented ideas like this – which
ultimately generated £750,000 for
each organisation - are unlikely to see
the light of day unless you create an
environment in which new and leftfield ideas are welcomed.

Build your charity’s cross departmental fitness to

8 create desirable, valuable partnerships.

If you try to involve key people for the first time when you have a pitch to
prepare, it’s too late. A key thing that Martin Bishop of Action on Hearing
Loss started doing as soon as he arrived was build bridges with colleagues
from non-fundraising departments. As much as anything else, this longterm effort put them in a position to put together the pitch that won
COOP’s Charity of the Year partnership. It’s very hard to win if your whole
organisation is not pulling together and genuinely willing to do what is
necessary to be a great partner to a company. Which team could (should)
you be improving relationships with, so that when pitch time comes, you
already have trust and commitment? You will have to be a leader because
most of your colleagues are unlikely to believe just how much a great
partnership would achieve. Create a shared vision.
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10 Focus, hone, improve.
The leader of the ideas session should make it clear to people when the
time has come to evaluate the ideas with the greatest potential, and to
focus on those in more depth. At this point, by all means start to apply
logic as well as creativity and imagination.
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DESIGN
How could you
best bring the
concepts to life?
Which ideas
reinforce the
central idea?

SIMPLIFY
Which idea best sums up how this
partnership would be AMAZING for
the corporate partner?

11 Find the most important idea.
All great pitches are built around a single idea. In July 2005 the pitch
team from London 2012 were not favourites. On paper, Paris were clear
favourites. But London built their entire presentation around the idea
‘London 2012 will inspire young people to do sport’, and they won. Do as
much insight research as you possibly can into the company and why the
partnership with you will be genuinely win / win. Now find the concept at
the heart of this. Build your pitch around this idea.

12 Appoint a Pitch Leader.
To win pitches, one person must have authority to make decisions.
Potentially great pitches often get ruined through committee-like
decision-making. The person best placed to make these crucial fundraising
decisions should be a fundraising professional (rather than, for instance, a
Chair or Communications Manager).
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13 Fire your big guns first.
Do not bury your cornerstone idea two thirds of the way into the
presentation. Grab their attention so they feel the urge to listen from
the start. Spend the rest of the pitch adding depth, tangibility and
persuasiveness to that idea. This is how Sorcha Chipperfield of Cancer
Fund for Children won a lucrative partnership with Belfast City Centre.
While the other charities spent the first couple of minutes explaining their
organisation’s background, top-line strategy etc, Sorcha stood up and
from the outset told the panel things they couldn’t help be interested in.

14 Focus first on how you can help them.
You can only get heat from a fire, after you have given it wood. If you would
like to win a partnership, your pitch should be primarily focussed on how
the partnership would add value to the company. This may for instance
be helping an audience that they care about and want to be seen to care
about, such as their employees. But still your focus should be on them, not
on what you gain. When you truly understand this shift, it affects not only
what you say, but also how you say it and, importantly, the order in which
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you cover things in the pitch. An excellent and highly readable book on how
to increase your persuasiveness by letting go of attachment to what you
gain, is The Go Giver, by Bob Burg and John David Mann.

a story-hunter all year round
15 Be
(not just at pitch time).
Find, hone and practice stories that could help you bring your key
messages to life. Two key types of story to gather are: those that show
that your charity’s services are effective; and those that show you add
value to your charity partners. Ben Swart, Head of New Business at the
NSPCC, told me he once used 19 concrete stories and examples in a
pitch that lasted 20 minutes. (Note, most of them weren’t longer than a
few sentences. As Ben says, we’re unlikely to tell many fairy tale length
stories to busy executives. However brief, every one of his 19 ‘stories’ did
something to bring to life the concepts he wanted to convey.) NSPCC won
the deal which was worth over £1 million.

16 Find the right story for this pitch. Do not settle.
There is so much riding on a pitch that you must expect the best. You
probably don’t know this ideal story yet, but you have to go and find it. The
difficult part is some colleagues in other departments may not be aware
of the importance of finding the case study that is just right. Work hard at
building rapport, maintaining a good relationship while still not settling for
something that is not good enough.

18 Use mock ups / models.
Find ways to ‘future pace’, that is, show the partner what success will
look like - for example, the headline in the newspaper that trumpets what
the partnership will have achieved 9 months from now. As corporate
fundraising expert Jonathan Andrews recounts in his interview with me
for The World Class Fundraiser’s Edge, when Alzheimer’s Society pitched
dementia buses to Tesco (which did not yet exist) they showed them a
mocked up version of what the bus might look like. This included Tesco’s
logo on the bus.
This tactic takes boldness, creativity and some budget. But seeing a
2D or even 3D version of what success would look like has a subtle but
powerful effect on people’s psychology. Not only does it help them better
understand what you mean, but because their senses respond to the new
version of reality, it can also help them start experiencing the positive
emotions that you intend the partnership to bring.

19 Enable them to shape it.
In less formal pitches, rough models and ways of mocking up or drawing
what a partnership might look like are invaluable too. In this case, you don’t
want anything to look too polished. The easier it is for the other person
to pick up a pen and draw their version, the more progress you’ll make in
finding out what is essential to the other party. And trust will be deepened
through this creative exchange.

20 Make the slides serve you, not vice versa.
Solve key challenges that the partnership would

17 include, in advance.

Ie don’t say, ‘if you were to pick us, we would do X and Y.’ If it’s something
important to the company, solve it before the pitch. Ciaran Biggins was a
new business fundraiser at Teenage Cancer Trust when he discovered that
his corporate prospect wanted access to his charity’s flagship Christmas
music event. So he went to great lengths to solve the internal political and
budgetary issues that would enable this to happen. On pitch day he could
look them in the eye and say ‘the tickets to entertain your suppliers and
clients are yours’ rather than ‘we’ll try...’ We’ve all been let down by people
who assure us they’ll do their best. Certainty is reassuring. He won the
partnership.
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‘Only when you truly know what you want to say, and not
before, should you start to think how you say it. That way, you’ll
be using Powerpoint instead of PowerPoint using you.’
Stephen Bayley and Roger Mavity in Life’s a Pitch
The reason most of the power-point presentations you’ve are sat through
are dull, is that the presenter a) mis-understood what slides are for and
b) had low expectations for what is possible in a presentation at all. Slides
should add to and reinforce the message, rather than be the message.
Each slide should contain one idea, and ideally be 5 words or fewer.
Sometimes just an image will work much better than words. Explain the
concept verbally, rather than putting it all in words on the screen.
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21 Repeat the key idea or theme.
Too often the corner-stone idea gets said just once. Repeat this idea, and
bring it to life in different ways throughout the pitch, like a good comedian
who builds on and returns to a theme. This concept should be the first and
last thing your audience hear, and almost everything in between should
have done something to bring it to life.

ponder and apply Influence:
22 Read,
Science and Practice
Read, ponder and apply Influence: Science and Practice by Robert Cialdini
whose six weapons of influence are essential reading, whether you focus
on corporate, events, major gifts, trust or any other kind of fundraising.

23 Deploy Social Proof
Weapon of Influence Number 3. Because humans are social animals we
are more affected by the behaviour of others than most of us realise.
Proactively seek out stories from current and past corporate partners
about how positive the partnership has been. Call them up and from that
conversation develop the real-life stories of how you added value.

25 Read with purpose
If you read for just half an hour a day
while commuting, within six months you
will have read at least five books. There
is no way that this habit – which costs
you No Extra Time – could not give you
an advantage over your current self and
your future competitors. For a list of
useful books for fundraisers, see
www.brightspotfundraising.co.uk.

on your potential partner, not
26 Focus
your competition.
When the charity Afrikids (then with an annual income of around £1m)
pitched to Deutsche Bank, that company had never chosen such a small
charity of the year. If Afrikids had spent precious energy worrying about
the 259 other charities that had applied – most of whom had far greater
resources – they would never have found the energy and self-belief to
play to their strengths. As it was, they focussed on their own game – ‘how
can we best help them WANT this partnership?’ - and won the partnership
worth £1m.

24 Reflect the glow of Authority
Weapon of Influence Number 5 states that at a subconscious level,
human beings are disproportionately swayed by an idea if it’s attached
to someone in authority or high status. Can you get a quote by a chief
executive who likes you or can you apply for a fundraising award at
national or local level? The right authority quotes can also help build the
case that your charity’s services are necessary and effective.
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PRACTICE
How will you make sure
that even if things don’t
go according to plan in
the week of the pitch,
your team will still have
practiced the pitch to the
extent it deserves?
‘Amateurs practice till they get
it right. Professionals practice
till they can’t get it wrong’.

29 Show yourself to be competent and likeable.
Be realistic about the essential factors that sway the panel’s decision that
may not even be on the brief. Whoever they choose must be easy to work
with, fun to work with and a safe pair of hands who won’t make them
look bad in front of their Directors. You probably have these qualities
when you’re relaxed and at your best, but if you’re jittery through lack of
practice, they’re unlikely to shine through. Knowing how influential these
‘soft’ qualities will be, enables you to practice allowing them to shine
through, in how you present, listen and answer questions.

30 Never read the slides to your audience.
Firstly, they can read more quickly than you can speak. Secondly, to read
them usually involves turning your back on your audience, which loses
precious rapport.

27 Finish writing in time to really practice.
Given how much is at stake in most pitches, it is extremely foolish to
expect to win without making time to run through it as a team, several
times. Plan to finish designing the content at least two days in advance of
the pitch day. You probably know this in theory, but helping colleagues to
stick to it is harder than it sounds. So be clear from the start and plan the
critical path back from this deadline. Stick to it.

28 Practice individually and practice being a team.
People will best master their own material on their own. But you also need
to practice together. If you only practice together once, everyone will
primarily focus on their own delivery. But what you need is for everyone to
be sufficiently comfortable with their content that they are present and
clearly interested in what the rest of the team say. If you don’t do this, you
will come across as individuals rather than a true team. It’s vital that you
project the (truthful) image of that you are good at team-work, because
the panel are (at least sub consciously) going to choose people that will
make good team-mates for themselves.
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31 Practice saying the pitch slowly.
Obviously enthusiasm and
conviction are essential qualities,
but be careful that you don’t
appear to be rushing your delivery
to fit it all in. People who rush
are seen as more desperate, low
status and unprofessional than
people who take their time. This
is why it was essential to do high
quality insight research and edit
out content that wasn’t essential
based on what you learned.

...Once Jerry Barber, a
great sand player, was
practicing bunker shots. He
hit one ball near the flag.
The next shot went in.
A person watching Jerry
told him: “Gee, you sure are
a lucky trap shot player.”
“Yes, I know,” Jerry replied.
“And the harder I practice,
the luckier I get.”
Gary Player’s Golf Secrets
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PERFORM
How could you make
sure you are at your best
when you deliver the
pitch?

34 Help them focus on what is within their control.
As Alix Wooding (Head of Corporate Partnerships, Macmillan Cancer
Care) points out, your job is not to actually to win pitches - because it
will not be your decision. There are factors beyond your control (eg the
competition, the panel’s personal beliefs, etc. How well we prepare can
influence their decision, but it can’t control their decision. So our job is to
work out what to say to the best of our ability, and practice how to say,
to the best of our ability. And then let go. As long as we have a sensible
strategy for which partnerships to pursue, and we seek to continuously
improve our craft, sooner or later enough decisions will be made in our
favour. If you’re getting opportunities to pitch and repeatedly don’t get
chosen, take a serious look at your corporate fundraising strategy.

35 Be the team they want to work with.

32 Choose the pitch team most likely to win.
Several years ago a large charity that should have known better, failed
to win a pitch with Lloyds Bank and a key reason the bank gave was that
the charity had sent only very senior people to the pitch. How on earth,
wondered the exasperated CSR manager, could the panel get a sense of
the competence of the would-be account manager when the egos at the
charity had not let that fundraiser come to the pitch.

33 Get the team in a great state.
The key thing in the final practice and on the day of the pitch is to access
your best self. Everyone has times when they feel confident and able to
perform at a higher level. The critical thing, is do you know how to turn
that state on, like an athlete on the day of their big race? High achievers
practice how to anchor and trigger these states. Doing so is easier than
most people realise. And the best pitch leaders I interviewed told me that
their priority near the time of the pitch was about helping their team feel
confident (which sometimes meant choosing not to make potentially
unsettling last minute tweaks to content).
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When several years ago I interviewed Josh Hardie, Director of Corporate
Social Responsibility at Tesco, he told me the three things they looked
for when choosing a charity of the year: a) the right cause for them in
that year (you have no control over this) b) a charitable project in need of
funding that is so simple that ‘they’ll get it on the fish counter’ and c) the
team that would make the most of this opportunity (‘because you’d be
doing the fundraising, we’d just be giving you the opportunity’). Bear this
in mind when you choose your pitch team and when you tap into your
enthusiasm and sense of professionalism.

36 Be the prize
Be the prize, as Oren Klaf advises in Pitch Anything. To come across as
needy makes you and your pitch less attractive. Your beneficiaries may be
in desperate need, but separate that need from your personal situation
as a fundraiser and as a charity. You will become far more desirable to
companies when you have the confidence to value your charity and what
it can do for its partners. As the marketing expert Peter Thomson advises,
‘occupy a space north of confidence. Of course be south of arrogant, but
to best help someone (including a company) you must practice being
north of confident’.
This may sound uncomfortable or insincere, but Professor Amy Cuddy’s
TED talk Your Body Language Shapes Who You Are demonstrates that
practicing confidence helps us to grow it, so that even if initially it feels
unfamiliar, it helps us ‘fake it till we become it’.
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37 Be succinct.
As Blair Warren says in One Sentence Persuasion, poor influencers
attempt to correct and convince. Outstanding influencers aim to
validate and intrigue. By advising us to intrigue, he means you can’t
say everything in a 20 minute pitch. Say enough to make them want
to know you better, to want to hear more. Never ever speak for longer
than your allotted pitch time. When Oren Klaf pitched commercially
for a billion dollar air-field re-development deal, both his competitors
went over the allotted 60 minute pitch time. Oren finished his pitch in
22 minutes and left the panel desperate for more. He won the business.

38 Proactively, non-defensively, seek honest feedback
Proactively, non-defensively, seek honest feedback from the company,
even just for 20 minutes on the phone. Capture these notes and feed them
into your system.

Even if you were unsuccessful, proactively

39 steward the company

Even if you were unsuccessful, proactively steward the company
following the pitch. Ciaran Biggins, then at Teenage Cancer Trust, did this
following an unsuccessful pitch with a high street music retailer and the
relationship he built with a member of the board who had been on the
panel, led to very helpful insight two years later. This insight in advance of
that second pitch enabled him to design and deliver a phenomenal pitch
which won the six figure partnership.

LEARN AND
GROW
How could you keep
moving forward so
that every pitch builds
on what you learned
from the previous one?
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40 Implement a system to ensure you learn
Implement a system to ensure you learn from every single client meeting
and pitch. This can be as simple as a one page template you evaluate each
pitch on. Simple and brief is better than complex if it means you complete
it and learn from it every single time. This discipline will pay you back
handsomely in the medium and long-term, because most people are
driven only by short-term consequences and so fail to follow through.
The most successful fundraisers I have interviewed find a way to follow
through on these small, simple things that compound and add up to big
differences.
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‘‘

We had the chance to pitch to become the
charity partner of a large shopping centre
in Belfast City Centre. I used the techniques
Rob taught us on Win that Pitch – some
of which were very different to what we
had been doing before – and it worked
beautifully. We won the pitch which has
been worth £20,000.
Sorcha Chipperfield
Corporate Fundraiser, Cancer Fund for Children.

As a Director of Fundraising I’m always
looking for the very best, so I’ve used Rob’s
fundraising training every year for the last
six years. His pitching and new business
strategies are phenomenal and just as
important, he lifts your team’s confidence
so that they go and apply it.’
Andy Harris
Director of Fundraising, Breast Cancer Care

I used the techniques I learned on
Rob’s course to double the number of
memberships I sign up every month. His
fundraising strategies are really powerful.
Sarah Jayne O’Neill
Major Donor Manager, Stonewall
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‘‘

I was on the pitch team to
win a partnership worth
£1,000,000. I was determined
to pitch to the best of my
ability. Rob helped me
present with confidence,
persuasiveness and
enthusiasm enabling me to
connect with the pitch panel and we won the partnership.
Kirsty Lawson
Corporate Account
Team Manager, (Head of)
at Alzheimer’s Society

‘‘

‘‘

We’re currently involved in our
largest ever Campaign, with a
target of £500 million, so we’ve
invested in the best training
available. Rob’s courses have
been an essential part of our
annual King’s Knowledge
learning programme for
the last five years, because
he continues to help us get
outstanding results.
Gemma Peters
Director of Development,
King’s College London

Rob trained our team who were phoning clergy and as a result
5000 churches agreed to a face to face meeting. He also trained
our fundraisers for those meetings, and they’ve achieved a
fantastic 65% success rate, which means 3,250 churches have
agreed to fundraise for us during Christian Aid Week. I’m very
clear that Rob’s outstanding training helps you raise more money.
Catherine Loy
Head of Christian Aid Week, Christian Aid

To find out more about how the Win that Pitch Masterclass
could dramatically improve your results, see:
www.brightspotfundraising.co.uk
@woods_rob
£7.95

